
Hazing 
nightmares:
Abuse pervasive
at US colleges

CHICAGO: From sex abuse to sleep deprivation to
unexpected deaths of very young men and women:
hazing has become shockingly common for university
students across the United States. By the time 19-
year-old Timothy Piazza died of a ruptured spleen
and internal bleeding, he had been injured for nearly
12 hours, authorities say. Piazza had become so drunk
during initiation rituals at a Penn State University fra-
ternity, that he twice tumbled down stairs-with the
violent impacts causing severe injuries.  

The hazing death shocked America’s higher edu-
cation system, and has spurred reform efforts to
address a problem American universities have been
slow to tackle, according to experts. His slow death in

February was captured on hours of surveillance cam-
era footage from inside the Beta Theta Pi fraternity
house. He writhed in pain and went in and out of con-
sciousness, without anyone calling for help, prosecu-
tors said.  

A survey by researchers at the University of
Maine found a pervasive problem, with 55 percent of
students involved in college organizations saying they
had experienced hazing practices such as “alcohol
consumption, humiliation, isolation, sleep-deprivation,
and sex acts.” The beginning of the school year is a
particularly dangerous time, especially as initiation
activities “ratchet up right around the end of
October,” said Hank Nuwer, author of a book on haz-
ing published by Indiana University Press.  

Initiation rituals can escalate to stomach-churning
levels of abuse. One applicant to a Princeton
University fraternity was made to drink a 20-ounce
bottle of tobacco spit, was whipped at a strip club
and required to swim naked in a frozen pond, accord-
ing to the tell-all book “True Gentlemen.” Injuries and
deaths are far too common. Maxwell Gruver, an 18-
year-old Louisiana State University freshman, was
another fatality this year. He died in mid-September-
taken to a hospital directly from a campus fraternity
with what US media reported was six times the legal
limit of alcohol in his blood. 

Part of culture 
Experts say the challenge for college administra-

tors is the deeply ingrained nature of hazing in college
life, in which students may hear administrators say
hazing is banned, but nevertheless continue the prac-

tice.  “It’s difficult to stamp out,” said Peter Lake,
director of the Center for Excellence in Higher
Education Law and Policy at Stetson University. “It’s
probably the more frustrating safety issues that I’ve
encountered.” —AFP
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SONOMA: Wildfires already well on their
way to becoming the deadliest and most
destructive in California history could gain
momentum and erase even the modest gains
firefighters have made. Steady winds with
gusts up to 45 mph with nearly non-exis-
tent humidity are expected to descend on
the areas north of San Francisco where at
least 23 people have died and at least 3,500
homes and businesses have been destroyed.
“It’s going to continue to get worse before
it gets better,” state fire Chief Ken Pimlott
said Wednesday.

Entire cities had evacuated in anticipa-
tion of the next wave, their streets empty,
the only motion coming from ashes falling
like snowflakes. They
included Calistoga,
the  h is tor ic  resort
town of wine tastings
and hot  spr ings ,
whose 5,300 people
are all under evacua-
tion orders. Tens of
thousands more were
also driven from their
homes by the flames.
A few le f t  beh ind
cookies for firefighters and signs that read,
“Please save our home!”

Out of control 
The 22 fires spanned more than 265

square miles as they entered their fourth
day, many of them completely out of con-
trol. Modern, strategic attacks that have
kept destruction and death tolls low in
recent years just haven’t worked against
their ferocity. “We are literally looking at
explosive vegetation,” Pimlott said. “Make
no mistake,” he later added, “this is a seri-
ous, critical, catastrophic event.”

The community of Boyes Hot Springs in
Sonoma County also was told to clear out
Wednesday, and the streets were quickly

lined with cars packed with people fleeing.
“That’s very bad,” resident Nick Hinman
said when a deputy sheriff warned him that
the driving winds could shift the wildfires
toward the town of Sonoma proper, where
11,000 people live. “It’ll go up like a candle.”

The ash rained down on the Sonoma
Valley, covering windshields, as winds
began picking up toward the potentially
disastrous forecast  speed of  30 mph.
Countless emergency vehicles sped toward
the flames, sirens blaring, as evacuees sped
away. Residents manhandled canvas bags
into cars jammed with possessions or filled
their gas tanks.

State fire spokesman Daniel Berlant said
22  wi ldf i res  were
burning Wednesday,
up from 17 the day
before. As the f ires
grow, officials voiced
concern that separate
blazes would merge
into even larger infer-
nos. “We have had big
fires in the past. This
is one of the biggest,
most serious, and it’s

not over,” Gov. Jerry Brown said at a news
conference Wednesday, a longside the
state’s top emergency officials. They said
8,000 firefighters and other personnel were
battling the blazes and more resources were
pour ing in  f rom Ar izona , Nevada,
Washington and Oregon.

Wine-growing region 
Flames raced across the wine-growing

region and the scenic  coasta l  area of
Mendocino farther north, leveling whole
neighborhoods and leaving only brick chim-
neys and charred appliances to mark where
homes once stood. In Boyes Hot Springs,
residents had watched the ridges over the
west side of town for days to gauge how

close the bi l lowing smoke and orange
f lames  of  the  wi ld f i res  had come. On
Wednesday, the ridges were obscured by
the growing clouds of smoke.

With fires advancing from several sides
in Sonoma Valley, law enforcement officers
on loan from other areas of  Northern
California barred residents of evacuated
communities from returning to see how the
homes and businesses had fared. Manned
roadblocks were set up between Sonoma
and devastated areas  of  Santa  Rosa .
Alejandro Rodriguez had been evacuated
from one tiny Sonoma Valley town, only to
have deputies come to the neighborhood to
where he had relocated and tell residents
there to pack up and go.

“I want to see my house, see if anything’s

left,” Rodriguez said, gesturing at officers at
one roadblock. “They won’t tell us nothing.”
Sonoma County Sheriff Robert Giordano
said hundreds of people were still reported
missing.  But officials believe many of those
people will be found. Chaotic evacuations
and poor communications over the past few
days have made locating friends and family
difficult. The sheriff also expects the death
toll to climb. “The devastation is enormous,”
he said. “We can’t  even get  into most
areas.” Helicopters and air tankers were
assisting thousands of firefighters trying to
beat back the flames. Until now, the efforts
have focused on “life safety” rather than
extinguishing the blazes, partly because the
flames were shifting with winds and target-
ing new communities without warning.—AP

Winds expected to drive next 
wave of deadly California fires

Going to continue to get worse before it gets better

SANTA ROSA: Homeowner Phil Rush looks at the remains of his home
destroyed by wildfire. —AFP
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